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~AV.LV. , 'NON-RELATION' TO NEGOTIATIONS: 
FOR NORMALIZATION OF SINO

, ...... JLr1L'1 RELATIONS 

People's Republic of China and India are the two major 
in Asia. The significance of relations between them transcends 

pographic areas of the two countries. A breakdown of relations 
them following the border war in 1962 left an abiding imprint 

only on the politics of the region, but it had its reverbaration in 
different parts of the world. Since then there have been 

jliflClmt developments in the political atmospherics with regional 
global dimensions which had obviou~ impact on the Chinese and 

foreign policy perspectives, its formulation and implemen
After almost two decades of wary and sullen stand-off that 
Sino-Indian rela tions, there have been signs of desire on their 

to move toward improved relations. Hence the recent years have 
a lot of activities in relation between India and China. 

issued numerous gestures of goodwill and feele~ they began 
bold negotiations with the objective of normalizing the relationship 

1IItw~ them. 
problems like Afghan crisis, Kampuchean tangle, China's 
nuclear aid to Pakistan and the relationship of either of the 

iIOtiat:ing parties with the superpowe~ complicate this normalization. 
all this, the stumbling block in the process of normalization of 

.'0IIII between India and China remains the border issue. So a big 



question springs up how far is a Sino-Indian thaw likely to 80 
what are its implications 1 

So, it is worthwhile to pursue a study of the attempted thaw 
the relationship between two Asian giant neighbours. ThiS 
does not embody an interpretation of Sino-Indian conflict as 
objective is to explore the compulsions as to why both China 
India are now interested in a thaw. The paper also examines 
of the recent developments in Sino-Indian relations, identifies 
of the substantial limits to that thaw and scrutinises the imlPlic:ati<DIIi 
of the new trends on the South Asian region as well as the 
powers. 

1. Factors Behind tbe Receot Moves Toward Thaw 

The dream of Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru that India and China 
champion the cause of peace in Asia was marred by the 1962 
war between the two countries. Although they never broke oft" 
diplomatic ties, the relations between India and China remained 
till the mid-70s when the two countries exchanged ambassadors 
As noted earlier, there has been a desire on the part 
China to normalize the strained relationship between them. 
prompted them to go for that f As the political atmospherics 
undergone a lot of changes both in regional and global context 
the ruptUre of border war between these two countries, they 
have softened their attitude to each other. The factors that 
the two unfriendly giants to come to terms are basically of 
security related and economic in nature. Let us examine them 
bit of details. 

From the Indian point of view, the benefit that is likely to flow 
of normalization of relations with China is mainly political; 
may lead to lesser Chinese interference in the northeast (such as 
viding arms to hostile Nagas or Mizos), lesser political support 
encouragement to Nepal, Bangladesh and Pakistan in their ,."""ft .. 
tationist' postures vis-a-vis India.' 

I. K. Subrallmonyam, World Foea., Now DeIhl. Auall5t 1981 p. 3. 



IDdia reels that her security environment has deteriorated 
the Persian Gu!t' became the focus of global politics in the early 

The situation further deteriorated following the civil war in 
the outbreak of the continuing Iran-Iraq war. This brought the 
of superpower rivalry close to the Indian shores.' · The Soviet 

into Afghanistan has put India in policy dilemma. Her dilemma 
to -have stemmed from the fact that Soyiet military presence in 

lIba.nistan bad brought to an end the traditionally maintained buffer 
Russia and India resulting in a sudden change in the strategic 

rrhe Intensification of superpower rivalry at the periphery 
of the subcontinent and the India-perceived changes 
within the region make Illdia feel it Imperative for her 
to build channels of bilateral interaction with China 
leading to norma1izatloh of relationship between (hem. 

~~nnlenlt. of South Asia. Although India did not condenm the 
act in Afghanistan, she could not overlook the implication of 

er'))()VVer"S military presence in an area where she aspires for emers
as the predominant power.3 The growing militarization of the 

OCean and the big-power rivalry operating in Afghanistan 
revived the cold war and enhanced the Sino-Pak threat leading 

to feel encircled. Besides, in the mid 1970's there was a 
shift in the South Asian triangle and India perceived the 

"turmoil" in her neighbourhood as of "wider international" 
~lSicms.· It may be noted here that Nepal's proposal for a • Zone 

Peace' is Dot conceded to by India, while the US supports the 
Late Mrs Gandhi herself stated that there are problems in 

neighbouring countries. some of which will certainly get help 

World Fpcus. Nov·Dec 1981, p. 40. 
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from abroad. She felt that India was being "surrounded all 

Thus the intensification of superpower rivalry at the pelipi~ 

of the subcontinent and the India-perceived changes within the 

make India feel it imperative for her to build channels of 

interaction with China leading to normalization of rel:.ti4_ 

between them. 

(iii) Sino-US-Pak triangle is a threat to Indian security. 

more so when Pakistan, India's closest neighbour, is flooded 

sophisticated US weapons system, which, as India perceives, is 

against India. So, to Indian mind, an improvement of rel.aticmai 

China might mute Chinese support to Pakistan. 

(iv) India seems to have poised herself to assert regional 

macy and to emerge as the leader of the nonaligned 

the developing world. Her dependence on any of the bi8 
is perceived in this context to tarnish Indian image resulting 

culties to realize her national objectives. A view prevails in 

that her national interests would be best served by reachinl 

accommodation with China and maximizing India's options 

the Sino-Soviet-American traingular relationship.-

(v) I Sino-Indian contlict does not bring good 

parties, more important, it damages the cause of the Third 

a whole. It would be apt to put here the convincing wonls 

Dutt. He says, both India and China are "countries with 

massive problems arising from the colonial heritages, huge 

and sparsely developed resources, facing the twin evils of PO'vea1!i 

unemployment in a world situation of stagflation. They have 

stakes in the emergence of a New International Economic 

greater availability of trade opportunities on honourable and 

terms from international institutions, wider cooperation 

'South' and 'South', peace and security in their envirlms 

ending of systems of international dominance".7 As India 

S. 11m .. of India, New Deihl, January 24, 19S4. 

6. World Focus, Nov-Doc 1981, p. 88. 

7. Ibid, p. 53. 



aile MODlS to be developing a sense of accommodation 

The bone of cotention in relations between the two Asian remains their border dispute. The Indians claim that the Chinese a gooo chunk of Indian territory in the strategically important Chin area. So it is only natural to look for opportunities to ~ territory. Settlement of their border dispute is organically with normalization of relation between the two countries. 
the Chinese side, also there are very significant compulsions to with the Indians for normalization of relations between These compulsions arise out of changed perceptions and policy designed to generate benefits for the nation. Chinese iI!lunist Party General Seoretary Hu Yaobang declared in early 1981, "Being a large country with a population of 1 billion, ~ "'''I!'''' to make a greater contribution to the world community."8 

Chinese overtures to India for Improved relalionship is to be understood In light of the Chine.re perception of the contemporary world and in the context of her global ""omacy. 

has launched a vigorous programme of "Four ModemizaTo materialize this what China needs is a stable, progressive internally, and a peaceful, comparatively friendly environment both regional and worldwide in consistence with its overall policy framework. Ensuring redUction of tensions on China's is one of the basic objectives of this policy. In tune with this, IIimes at normalizing relations with India. 
The Chinese seem to perceive that they are within a Soviet enoirclement consisting of heavy concentration of Soviet troops ~ff'A" northern border; the potential threat emanating from the Pacific fleet, and latent "Asian Collective Security System"; 

~. 34. ISl1. p. 28, 



and Moscow's special influence in Mongolia, 
Afghanistan.' To break out of this encirclement, due to 
reasons, China chose to normalize her . relations with India. 
believed that one of the reasons why China is negotiating with 
for normalization of relations is to attenuate the Indo·Soviet relAltic";~ 

ship by lessening the pressure on India and hence reducing the Inclifli' 
crave for closer ties with Moscow. The Chinese seem to pcl'IilIIli 
also that good neighbourly relations between Asia's two 
countries is welbome, for it would check Moscow's bid for do:miJl8IIl111 
in the subcontinent and the Indian Ocean area. 

(iii) As India persues independent nonaligned postures 
diversifies its sources of military purchases, China reassesses India 
to be a subsel'Vient collaborator of one or the other 
Hence China sees reasons in normalizing relations with India. 

(iv) The honeymoon with the West and "Strategic 
directed against the Soviet Union had the effect of dO'WIIID'8iiD 
China's image amongst the developing nations who were either 
appointed or alienated. China's decision-makers apparently 
recognized the NAM as a link to Third World nations and an illlllOt;~ 

tant body in terms of China's bid to gain a leadership ~ole in 
Third World "bloc"l. and develop a self-appointed godfather 
ship with Third World revolutionaries and radical state 
It was stressed by the words of Premier Zhao Ziyang lauding the 
ofNAM during its 7th summit in New Delhi in March 1983.11 

to that Zhao in a statement in Kinshasa said, "China will rciJllford 
its solidarity and cooperation with the countries of the 
World and will deploy its efforts to ...... maihtain peace 
world and the establishment of equitable' and rational 
relations."" An imporovement of her relations with 
the leaders of the NAM and the Third World for that mSittcr-.1IIIII 

9. ClUrtni History. Sept 1984, p. 245. 
10. CIIrfflII HlslOry, Sept 1983, pp. 245-246. 
11. BdJInI-. Mardi, 1983. 
1Z, F.B.E. Rntew, Fcb 3, 1983, p. 24. 



~m.)\JSly be expected to be instrumental in achieving these Chinese 

It is presumably a Chinese realization that while superpowers 
maintain a functional relationship with each other, why not China 
India, so as to develop commercial and cultural relations with a 
to reaping economic benefits and grow people-to-people contacts 

ultimately to full normalization of severely strained rela-

it is uncertain whether China is prompted by her intention of 
IUllirlg India out of the Soviet orbit or serving bilateral interests. But 

mould be noted that the Chinese overtures to India for improved 
NAaticlllsI~ip is to be understood in light of the Chinese perception of 

contemporary world and in the context of her global diplomacy. 

_es Involved 

There have been exchanges of visits by parliamentary delegations, 
~Ilolan and scientists, business representatives, sportsmen, cultural 
"'OU]JICS to develop people-to-people contacts between Beijing and New 

with an objective of improving the climate for more forma,! 
intercourse. But normalization of relations means not only 

exchanges, it envisages resolution of some of the outstanding 
for any long-term settlement. 

that continues to stand in the way of a potential 
_:tIeJmel~t is the Sino-Indian border issue. The dispute over the border 

in a minor fashion had statted in 1954 suddenly took a serious 
in the fall of 1959. The subsequent developments widened the 
between India and China resulting in an armed border conflict 

Itt1wecon them on 20 October 1962." China and India have some 
miles of common frontier extending from northwest Kashmir 

T. Karkl Hussain, Slno-lndi4n Conflict And lnurnotlonal Politics In the 
bttIItut Sub-Conl_, 1962-66. Thomson Press (India) Limited, Faridab&d, 
HaryaDa, 1977, p. 6, pp,19-20, 



to the tripartite junction of India, Burma and China near Taitt 
Along this frontier the two states have advanced conflicting ""i_I.. 
approximately 50,000 square miles of territoryl4 in three 
locations. 

The Sino-Indian relations , were under the severest strain since 
border war. Notwithstanding the egg-and-chicken controversy 
whether Sino-Indian relations have soured because of the border 
or the other way round, Chinese leadership in tbe post-Mao 
has empbasised nn the need for improvement of Sino-Indian relatililll 
But the talks initiated in this light in February, 1979 when the 
Indian Minister for External Relations A. B. Vajpayee visited 
suffered a setback as China invaded Vietnam. It was only in DclOilbi 
ber 19S1 that the two sides began formal and official talks on 
and other issues in Beijing. The Chinese leadership has emlphllti 
improvement of the bilateral relations. To the Indians, ir' npl~OVIenu: 

in relations with a neighbour can be a worthwhile objective 
itself but not at tbe cost of weakening claims to, or givina 
territory. 

During 19S0-SI' China floated two approaches, First, 
Xiaoping made proposals in June 19S0 and April 19S1 of "p,ac'. 
deal" to settle the border problem. Second, in the absence of 
agreement on the proposal the two sides should strive to d", ... llli1 
relations in other areas, The "package deal" was, to a large 
a nonstarter because it sought to settle issues on the basis of 
quo. As regards the second aspect, India had some resero'atimil 
because India did not seek the development of relations in 
areas exclusively leaving aside a settlement on the 1!order quo:sti,on.' 
As tbe first round, the modalities for discussing the border questk~ 
were also raised by India, The two sides however agreed to dC1re1cll 
relations in other areas. 

14. Surya P. Sharm .. India'. IkIund4ry and Te"iforfal Disputes, VlkaJ, 
calio"" New Delhi, 1971, pp. 1-2. 

IS. W/1f'1d FOCIU, JUDO 1984 p. 26. 



The second round of talks were held in Delhi in May 1982. While 
useful exchanges took place on other issues, on the border 

Ps·tioD no progress was made as the Chinese proposed once more 
!;fN",,,.ag< deal, whereby they offe~ed to surrender claims to areas in 

eastern sector (approximately 33,000 square miles) in return for 
. epl:ance of status quo in the Western sector. The Indians favoured 

sector-wise solution of the border question beginning with the 
II'''''''''U sector instead of discussing the border problem in toto, an 

unacceptable to the Chinese.lo 

The Third round of talks was held in Beijing in January 1983 . 
round also did not produce any substantial results as issues 

to modalities and procedures could not be solved. The offi
however, discussed trade and economic relations, and exchanges 

the fields of culture, education, sports, science and technology." 
was only at the fourth rou nd of talks held in New Delhi in October 

that some progress was achieved. For the first time, the two 
discussed and exchanged views on international affairs, and 
agreed to discuss the border question sectorwise, a pro
that was earlier ,mooted by India. Although this constituted 

kind of a step forward in the sense that China had agreed to a 
that there could be alternatives to the package deal, the Chinese 
not given up the package plan altogether, as they continue to 
Indian concessions. I. And probably b~use of this obvious 

~lSO:n, the two sides again could not make a breakthrough in the fifth 
~·1fJ'lIno of talks held in September 1984 in Beijing. But the two sides 
,..prC,sSl:d their solemn desire to continue the talks." In sum, it may 

observed that the two sides have made some confident strides 
'·fIlorw.ard but there is still a long way to go. 

&g/onaf Stud/es, Islamabad, Vol. II, No.3, Summer 1984, p. ". 
Indian Express, New Delhi, Feb 2, 1983, Oct 14, 1983. 
World Focus, JUDe 1984, p. 26. 
TIN /kmt/Qdesh ObJerver, Sept 24, 1984. 



ftOM 'NDN.at!LA TlON' TO NBOOTIA TlOI\'S 

iI. Afghanistan Crisis 
It can be safely asserted that it would be to her basic national 

rest that because of her geo-political compulsions India would try 
prevent South West Asia, especially the 
region, from becoming a theatre of great power rivalries_ It 
explained by the fact that it would highten tensions and ins,tat,iIIiil!l 
on India's western borders. Due to this obvious reason, India 
decried great power interference in the region and sought the 
drawal of 'foreign troops' from Afghanistan. The Chinese also 
the Soviet troops withdrawn from Afghanistan. But there is a 

In Indian perspective improvement In Sino-Indian 
relations would not be at the expense of India's ties 
elsewhere-a position not very congfnlal for Chinese 
Interests In South-east Asia. 

difference between India and China in their positions over the AflIIut. 
nistan situation. India links the overstay of Soviet troops 
Afghanistan with support given to rebel Afghan groups by extJel'l\~ 
forces (meaning the US and China) through Pakistan. Some 
appear to have been supplied by China to Shola-e-Javed, a pn>-C:hiI .. ,1 
rebel group'O New Delhi appears to consider that continuation 
.such assistance would ultimately enhance the Sino-Pak threat to 
border making her encirled by hostile neighbo\ll's. As a result 
is still a long way to go before the strains in Sino-Indian relati,oDllbi]lI'~~ 
are brushed off. 

iii. Kampuchean Tangle 

The Kampuchean issue remains another complicating factor in tho 
Ibe way of improved relationship between India and China; India 
rccognized the Vietnam-backed Hang Samrin Government , in Kam
puchea in July 1980, while China supports the remnants of Pol Pot 
20. S/ratqtc Anoly,/3 New Delbl, Vol. 1lI, No. Il, March I~$O, 1'1'.431-432. 
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i.reillilXle and for that matter, the Sihanouk-Ied Coalition of Democratic 

Recognition of government is usually decided upon by 

various countries with reference to their national interests. India 

Heng Samrin Government in Kampuchea because of her 

economic and commercial interests in Vietnam." Moreover, 

Delhi appears to consider it illogical not to recognize Heng 

. ;,Sa...,riin Government in Kampuchea on the ground of presence of 

i.Yiiotn,am,ese troops while recognising Babrak Karmal Government In 

Afghanistan with Soviet troops pre~ent there. India is interested in a 

Itrong Vietnam and there cannot be one if it is to be faced on two 

fronts by China and a Chinese supported regime in Kampuchea. 

Therefore a regime in Kampuchea which is friendly to Vietnam is 

to be interpreted to be in the interest of India,22 Thus it appears 

in Indian perspective improvement in Sino-Indian relations would 

Dot be at the expense of India's ties elsewhere-a position not very 

qongenial for Chinese interests in South-east Asia. Thus the Indian 

position in and around Vietnam-backed Kampuchea does not seem 

to very well serve the normalization of Sino-Indian relationship. 

Iv. China's Nuclear Aid to Pakistan 

India and Pakistan are two major powers in the South Asian 

region. They fought three wars with each other since their indepen

dence in 1947: China is· India's northern neighbour and the principal 

adversary in a broader perspective. India finds it not easy to smile at 

a strong Sino-Pak relationship if designed against India. It ia more 

80, when there are reports about Sino-Pak understanding on nuclear 

cooperation. Hence the alleged Chinese nuclear aid to Pakistan poses 

an irritant in the process of mormalization of relationship between 

India and China. It is widely believed that since the early 19705 

Pakistan had been trying to launch a nuclear programme. It is after 

the 1974 Indian (Pokharan) test or'nuclear deviCe that Pakistan probably 

thought of adding a military dimension to its nuclear programme. It 

21. SINI.,lc Analysll Vol. TV, NQ. 2, May 1980. pp. 57-58. 

22. ·Ibld. pp, 60-61, 
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Is 'evident from the justification Z.A. · Bhutto made for Pakistan going 
nuclear. "The Christians, Jewish and Hindu civilizations have it 
(nuclear weapon), the Communists have it and only Islam lacked 
it. So ran his logic"23 Although General Ziaul Haq made repeated 
assertions about peaceful objective of their, nucle\lr programmes, the 
fact that the US government in April 1979 invoked the Symington 
amendment that np aid could be given to a ~ountry engaged in nuclear 
weapons production and thereby suspended all aid to Pakistan, con
firms the Pakistani intention of going mititarily nuclear. General Zia 
is said to be carrying Bhutto's hanner in this respect. In the light of 
Afghanistan, it is conceivable that a nuclear Pakistan may act in conoort 
with a nuclear China to force India into adverse situation." , 

General Zia told in an interview given to Time magazine on J'akis
tan's nuclear capability and China: "I am very categorical about 
this : Pakistan has no nuclear bomb. And Pakistan has no intentions 
of having a nuclear capability of military significance. We view China 
as an emerging power. It is China that has. enal1led us to stand on 
our own in the technological field".2' But within a week the illustrious 
Newsweek published an information: "More recently, US afficial 
sources say they believe that Chtna has slipped Pakistan both raw 
uranium and blueprints for building a homb, a , charge, Pakistan 
denies.26 There are further reports that the American decision to 
postpone consideration of a nuclear pact with China is because of 
evidence that Beijing aided Pakistan's nuclear programme.21 The 
Indi3jls apprehend that if Pakisian were to gain a nuclear papability, 
'the Chinese will start dealing with the sub-continent with a ' weak~ 
India. Once that stag~ is reached India's smaller neighbours will look 
to China and Pakistan thus being on a stronger bargaining position 
vis-a-vis Tndia.28 Thus the alleged Chinese nuclear aid to Pakistan 

23. World Focus, June 1981, p. 4. 
24. Straterlc Analys!r, Feb 1980, Vol. m, No. 11, b. 401. 
2'. Time Dec 13, 1982, p. 80. 
26. Newsweek, Dec 20, p.31. 
27. C"".."t Hutory, Sept 1984, p. 28. 
28. Wprld Focus, June 1981., p. 6. 
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\viii remain a criticaf irritant on the way of Sino-Indian no"rmalization 
pr~s unless India is convinced of Chinese behaviour. 

3. Impact of the Th." 

• The jntCr(elations of the global policies of 'major powers-the 
United Silltes, the Soviet Union and China-and regional tensions in 
the area have heel) of significance to' the emerging pattern of align
mentS in South Asia, Along ",ith the differing perspectives on 
I;lilateral issueS, what stands iii the \'lay of swift progress towar4 
Sino-tndian normalization is the yawning divide between the two 
Countries' world strategic outlook and theprevailipg and potential 
power aligilments. Between the two 'states stand too many actually 
a~d ,potenfially 'dividing issues to permit strategic harmony to bring 
them close together. This would be evident from the following, 
wh~ the impact of Sino-Indian thaw wiII be projected, 

" . . ~ 

I. Impact on South Asian Nations 

It is prObably characteristic of the South Asian nations that they 
reach out their hands for external help to meet their perceived security 
concerns. .!n this backdrop India and China are trying to mend their 
fences, after a long period of strained rel!\tionship. So, as the two 
Asia~ giant& are moving towards normalization of their relationship, 
it creates its impact and reverbaration in many parts of the world, 
prilnarify in , South Asia, where India is ,a p~eeminent country. It 
want~ to be the predominant one as well. So whim India is nego
tiating, with an ,extra-regional major power like China (having the 

" Soviets already as time-tested friends), it is an obvious concern for 
other' s~~lIer South Asian nlltiol\s. Ill- consisten!'C witl\ the over-all 
framework of China's independent foreign policy, proclaimed in 
1982, China's recent policy towards South ·Asia evinces a shift 
envisaging, inter alia, ' normalization of relations with India and 
encouragement to bilateral settlement of outstandjng problems bet
ween India and its neighbours. Pakistan is no doubt, worried about 
the prospect of better relations between China and 'India. A question. 



, 1~ 

therefore, sPrlngs up, whether China is going. to develop r~)ations\lip 
with India at the expense of the existing good relations witl) other 
South Asian countries. ' Pakistan is China's formal and clQ~t 
ally in the r~gion. This alliance acts as a counterveil against Indo
Soviet ties and it is more so in the wake of the developl!lents in 
Iran and Afghanistan as Pakistan acquired a West Asian diIqensioll. 
In this context Pakistan figures prominently in Chinese wO,1'ld out
lOOK. Chinese attempts to win over Pakistan throughout the 19605 
teached its climax when the two countries signed an .agreement for 
the construction of the Karakoram highway whicil has recenlly been 
completed. The 800 km highway passes through otie ' of the most 
difficult terrains in the world and is strategically very important to 
China. China has secured a kind of back·door entry to the Indian 
Ocean. China might use this highway to intervene in ' t~ p6litiQa1ly 

. unstable and conflict-ridden South West Asian region . . ~~enU'y the 
Chinese are reported to have used road network to supply arms and 
equipment and training to Afghan guerrillas operating from the 
Pakistani side of the Durand Line. Moreover, the Chinese might 
try to obstruct a Soviet naval ptesence in the Indian Ocean. China 
has also obtained some service facilities for its ships at Karachi 
port.29 So it can be safely argued thai China would not build 
friendship with India !it the cost of Pakistlln. It is possi~, as India 
wants to have 'more than one 'friend in South Asia, bf course, with .. 
out antagonizing Pakistan. 

In i975-1976, the South ASian triangle began to shift. Duc"to 
the role China had played during the Bangladesh crisis and after, 
China obviously could not develop good relations with Bangladesh. 
Bllt after the change of government in Bangladesh in August ·1975, 
China opened diplomatic relations with and extended ' full sUpport 
and cooperation to Bangladesh. Since then, the Sino-BlmgladeSh rela
tion have ' continuously groWn. There have been frequent mutual 
visits at all levels including the summit meetings. Tile two countries 
signed an economic and technical coopetation agreement and' a trade 

.1 ~~ 
29. Chbra kport, May-June 1984, Vo~ ~, No.3 '''I?, 19-20. . 



_. . 
and credit agreement. More significant, the Chine~ have offered 
military supplies to Bangladesh and training faciltiesforthe Bangladeshi 

. Armed· Forces personne1.30 , The present Bangladesh regime is , also 
of opinion of having good relations with China and tqey exchanged 

, high level delegations and held summit level meetings. The Indians 
, accuse the ,Chinese of their militant firendship with Pakistan and the 
- military aid and economic assistance to Bangladesh as they are indi
, cative of the Chinese will to create an environment detrimental to the 
interests of India and the Soviet Union. They further accuse Bangla-

, desh foreign policy in regard to Sino-Bangladesh relations, of pro
western stand damaging Indian interests.31 What is important to note 
here is that in context of South Asian triangle Bangladesh is important 
to China.. So China is not likely to go for normalization 'with India 
WithOlit having this consideration in mind. 

China's forging a close felationship with Nepal and the construc~ 
, tion' 'of the Kathmandu-Kodri highway and Kathmandu-Bhaktapur 

highway, her support to Nepal for overland routc through India 
, underline Chinese strategy. China has for a long time been pressing , . 

When China goes for normalizing her relations with 
India, the smaller South Asian cOlin tries are genuinely 

. co.ncerned over the nature of Sino-Soviet thaw. 

for, naval facilities in Sri Lanka's Trincomalee port (which is impor-
• tan~ if view¢ against the intense superpower naval presence in the 

Indian Ocean). China also helped Sri Lanka strengthen her navy 
and fo~ged closer economic ties with her.·' So China has good 
relations with all South Asian Countries. And when she goes for 
normalizing her relations with India, the smaller South Asian eoun
tries are, genuinely concerned over the nature of Sino-Soviet thaw. If 

30. Cur,..' History, April 1979, p. 157. 
'31 • . Chb.. Report, March-April 1984, Vol. Xx, No.2, p. 13-14. 
32. ChIna Report May-June 1984, P. 29. 
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China ·sacrifices her real and potential behefits from the relationship 
with smaller nations of the region in favour of only. the' peroeived 
gains to be flown out of Sino-Indian normalization, India's neigbours 
are likely to have geilUine concerns, And if the Sino-Indian thaw is 
made not at the cost of the interests of these ' countries, they have only 
to ' watch how the two A.sian giants behave. The Chinese will possibly 
prefer the latter. It is evident from the fact that in 1981 Premier 
Zhao Ziyang made a hastily arranged visit (before Huang Hua's visit 
to India) through South Asia, going to Pakistan, Nepal, and Bangla
desh. Zhao's one of the purposes seemed to be to assure India's 
neighbours that China's moves to n.ormalize its relations with New 
Delhi would not be at their expense." ,Judging the Chinese' strategic 
perception, China, as a major power desiring to become the leader of 
of the Third World, cannot afford to leave the South Asian stage 
entirely to India and the Soviet .union. So, to the Chinese, it is 
logical to cultivate close and cordial relations with the ,smaller states 
like Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bhutap. Zhao~s three
nation mission was no doubt a step in this direction.34 

iI. On Superpowers' Role in the Region 

The superpowers have global mterests. Any development anywhere 
in the world might, directly or indirectly, affect the Soviet and US 
interest. The United States has reached a Ustrategic consensus" with 
China and Pakistan. The Soviet Union has got converging sttategic 
interests with those of India. So, when there are attempts for improve
ment of relations between India ,and China, there oUght to be ,waves 
of concern and reckoning in Mo~cow and Washington. It would be 
worthwhile to observe the impact of and limit~. to this Sino-Irtdian 
relationship in light of the importance and complexities in relations 
between the four capitals. 

The Soviet concern about tlte possibility of improvment in Sino
Indian relations seems to highten . with visits of politically high level 

33, Stralegic D/gtJl, London, oc/obiir 1883, 656. 
34. China Report, March-April; 198+; i>:' I'3. 
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delegations between New Delhi and Beijing.os Moscow frequently 
reminds New Delhi of. China's designs in South Asia . where China 
advocates the permanent military presence of the Unild States and is 
oppossed to making the Indian OC\l&n a zone of peace. It further 
reminds India of the fruits of Indo-Soviet cooperation in various 
fields ... . The Soviets bave supplied India with a cO:'lsiderable volume 
of military hardware thus helping India to stand up to China along 
the entire border. India has derived numerous other smaller but not 
insignificant advantages from its friendship with the USSR while 
dealing with the problems 'created by its hostjle relation wjth China. 
The Soviet Union has actively helped India emerge as the primary 
power in South Asia.37 It may be mentioned here that ·although 
India had made some attempts to diversify arms procurement channels 
with the United States and a few other Western countries, the initial 
enthusiasm in the Indo-US relations did not yield any meaningful gains 
for India and no basic changes emerged in India's relations with either 
Moscow or Wa.shingtion.'i Indian gains are also remarkable in eco
nomic and commercial field. ,India's exports to the Soviet Union are 
increasing rapidly, while those to the West are on the decline. While 
Indian access to Western markets has been obstructed by protec
tionism, the Soviet Union has rapidly overtaken the West to become 
the biggest single buyer of Indian goodS.39 

Considering all that stated above it is the words of Bhabani Sen 
. Gupta that can be put into conclusion: China mast fully compensate 

India for the loss of Soviet frielldship if it expects India to culti
vate its friendship at the cost df In,ha's ties with the Soviet Union. 
China is clearly in no position to give India a fraction of the concrete . . , 

35. See for details, Strategic Digest, October 1983, pp. 653-662. 
36. New Times, Moscow, JUDe 1981, p. 13; August 1981, p. 1. 
37. World Focus, August 1981, p. 2i. 
38. Strategic Studies Serl .. ,op. cit .. pp. 82, 88-89. 
39: F.E.E.Rerlew January 20,1983, pp, 58,'9 • . 1." • ~ , 
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benefits India ' derives from its friendship with the USSR.~o For thiS; 
the 'Indians repeatedly stated their position' that improvment in 'Sino
Indian' relations -would not be at th@ eXpense of India's other ties, 
specifically 'friendship with the ' Soviet Union." But-the·Sfno-Soviet 
rapproachment" remains a cause of apprebensi;,n iil New Delhi. 
Probably this is also one"of the factors why both the Sino:Soviet and 
Sino-Indian sets of negotiations for 'nom.alization of relations are 
dragging on . . And -given the ' present, state of affairs in the, globai and 
regional patterns of alignment, no breakthrough in this respect is likely 
to be in the" offing. ' " 

-Anotner question looms larger-how gr.eat an .obstacle is the 
strategic' relationship between China l\I1d the _ USA to . Sino-~ndia 
normalization '/ The Indian reaction to the Sina-US-Pak triapg/, based 
on strategic consensus comes from her feeling of being in~. 

Although there have heen efforts to give Indo-ys relatipns . a better 
perspective and the two countries are in regular touch with each 
other. the opinion prevalent in India seems ta suggest that there still 
exists a considerable confidence gap.~2 This is due to the fact that 
India's real problem with the United S,t~tes ha~ ~en di~~iIy linked 
with its China-Pakistan connections. The Indian sensitivities have 
also been further aroused in recent times because of Smo-US exchange 
of visits on both political and defence levels, and "also due to 
current talks regarding defence collaboration between the two coun
tries." What has made her more worrie<l is the .feeling " that the 
prospects of Sino-US exchange of military coopetation would make 
her complicated security problems further ' cQmplex. As the Indians 
view it, this would also have consequence on the Sino-Pakistan 
military cooperation," In light of the developments in West. and 

.• ..,:. . i 

40. World Focus. AUBllst 1981. p. 21. 
41. Overseas Hindus/an TIme, July 30, 1981. 
42. TIfMS 0/ India, (EdItorial). May 16, 1984. ~ 

43. 1Yt. Ikmgladtsh Ob .. ""r. October 22. 1984. 
44. TIm .. a/India. October 02. 1983. 
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Southwest Asia, 'Pakistan acquited greater salienco in the US strategic 
calculations as a result of which Pakistan became an important plank 
in the strategic consensus of the United States. The Reagan Adminis
tration's policiFS tqwards the subcontinent and especially in respect of 
arms transfers to Pakistan have to be viewed against this background. 
China is believed to support US policy in the area, particularly US 
military aid to Pakistan.~' In pursuit of neocontainment,46 the 
Reaganites argue that , Pakistan is willing to be counted against the 
Soviet Union both on Afg~anistan and in the Gulf. Under the 
circumstances, it is difficult to say whether India will be willing to 
subscribe to the US neo-containment policy designed against the 
Soviet Union,: and New Delhi will naturall;Y consider the pros and 
cons before it reached a 'final understanding on improved relations wilh 
Beijing. On the other hand, it remains to be seen whether China 
could forgo its strategic consensus with the US for the sake of her 
relations with India. ' ·1 '. r 

ConchlSlpn .. 
In light of the above, it may be observed that both China and 

" 
India are feeling the sting of certain compulsions which constitute 
tho mutuality of interests between them. These have brought the two 

Although the- ~ two recognize their niuiuality of interests 
in (mporoved relationship, they seem to evaluate their 
national interest with due appreciation of strategiC 

intereits and realities. 

. , 
long-held adversaries to the negotiating table with a view to normali-
zing their relationship which remained frozen for about two decades. 

" 
45. C."..nJ History, September 19&3, p. 347. 
46. Neo.containmeot is tbe term now coming into increasing use to describe the 

Reaaan Administration's global strategy. CK. SubrahmaDyam. , Strategic 

AIIG/Ysls, Vol. V, No, 7, ~Io~r 1981, p. ~6~.) 
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The very fact that China and India have taken initilltives te develep 
multifaceted 'interl\Ctions and eke .out a solution te the outstanding 
preblems between them, is , a pesitive step in respect t.o ,state-t<?-state 
relations. While there have been ,c;1evelep'ments, theugh insignificant, 
in cemmercial and socie-cultural field~, ' the ,berder and a few .other 
issues still serve, as the stumbling bleqk in ,the process .of nerlllllliUltion 
of relatiens between India and China. An, explanatien. te this .may 
be drawn frem . the differenC!C in approach tewards .c;\cveloping 
impreved relatiens bet,,:een them, The Indians held an .opinion that 
in selutien .of the berder preblem lies the key te the' evCJ1lU ne~
lizatien, while the Chinese maintain that an impreved relatienship 
between China and India will autematically lead te removing .of 
irritants cencerning the berder issue. A1theugh there have boen 
signs .of flexibility, .observed during helding .of five reunds .of talks so 
far, the twe sides have net departed significanly frem their respective 
.original pesitiens. 

Altheugh the twe recegnize their mutuality .of interests in impreved 
relationship, they seem te evaluate their natienal interests with due 
appreciatien .of strategic interests and realities. Befere India reaches 
an underStanding with China. the fermer will have te think many 
times ever the gains India reaps .out .of the friendship with the Seviet 
Unien as far as Indian'S natienal interests are concerned. India will 
alse have te keep a vigilant eye en the develepments aleng the Sino
US-Pak triangle .of strategic censensus. China, en the ether hand, 
will have te evaluate hew much she will gain in Seuth and Seutheast 
Asia and in the develeping werld in general, and hew effectively she ' 
will use her US and Pakistan cennectiens as regards her dealings 
with India. Given the cenvergence of her strategic interests with 
India's in Seuth and Seutheast Asia and her stable, durable and 
cerdial relatienship with India, the Seviel Unien obvieusly can not 
hide her werries about the implicatiens .of Sine-Indian rappreach
ment. The preblem, .of ceurse, has te be seen in light .of the Sino
Seviet rappreacbment as it cencems the Indians ne less. While ether 



SOOth Asian cbuntnes arc just' watcliini!, Pakistan is simply worried 
about the vdevelbpinents in relationsbip between Beijing and New 
belhi; . However, all the concerned quarters have been repeatedly 
'given the a~uTai:tces by China and India that their overtures to each 
· . , I J r 
otber Wilt not affect the ' exiSting relationship between and among 
them. ·· A11 th~ factors probably account for the slow pace at which 
She sbto-Ilidian . normalization talke are moving along. Unless thero 
is,i li-caango 'in Prevalent regional and' global patterns of alignment, 
tho ' ou~ome of! Sino-Indian etforta fop improved relations would 
lemain ·unpredicable • . 
I 't . jJ ;b .. : .. ,' .' 
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